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UML 
1. .………….. Separate abstraction from its implementation to them independent.—> Bridge 

2. ……….decouples these objects to increase flexibility and re-use.—>Model view controller 

3. Factory is an example of………..—> Creational pattern 

4. The graphical notations represent design patterns based on…….such as UML—:> Object 

oriented modeling techniques 

5. ……….. Allows the user to decide how the object should interact with each others.--> 

Mediator 

6. ………..contains information about concrete classes that are used by the system Creational 

patterns:> Changed 

7. ………..performs sharing a common object properties by a large number to save space:> 

Flyweight 

8. ……….Define a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them interchangable 

Strategylets the algorithm vary independently from clients that use it.—> Strategy 

9. ……….is used to build user interfaces in smalltalk~> Model View Controller 

10. …………..can be used to overcome the main drawback of the visitor pattern—> Reflection 

11. …………..Define an object that encapsulates how a set of objects interact. Mediator promotes 

loose coupling bykeeping objects from referring to each other explicitly,and lets you vary their 

interaction independently.—> Mediator 

12. …………..Encapsulates requests so that they can be executed, undone, or queued 

Independently of the request.—> Command 

13. …………..focus on the use of inheritance to decide the object to be instantiated Abstract 

Factory.—> Creational patterns 

14. …………..make it look like (almost) standard BNF—> Macros  

15. …………..simplifies the use of external functionality—> Adapter 

16. ………….can be added without changing existing code in Command Pattern.—> Concrete 

command 

17. ………….characterize the ways in which classes or objects interact and distribute 

responsibility-> Behavioral patterns 

18. ………….deal with the composition of classer or objects Behavioral patterns characterize the 

ways in which classes or objects interact: and distribute responsibility-> Structural patterns 

19. ………….Interface creates a memento containing a snapshot of its current internal 

state…>Originator 

20. ………….Interface creates a memento containing a snapshot of its cur..>Originator 

21. ………….methods wrap around everything; Used to add tracing information—> Around 

22. ………….pattern direct access to the state would expose implementation details and break 

encapsulation.—> Memento 
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23. ………….pattern is a software pattern not related to a language or implementation problem, 

but to a business domain, such as accounting or health care.—> Analysis 

24. ………….Patterns Deal with the way objects interact and distributeresponsibility—> 

behavioral 

25. …………… lets you define a new operation without changing the classes of the elements on 

which it operates.—> Visitor 

26. ……………..defines the true nature of the state that the state machine can be in.—> Derived 

Class 

27. …………….Allow an object to alter its behavior when its internal state changes. The object 

Will appear to change its class.~> State 

28. …………….pattern can be applied for parssing light expressions defined in simple grammars 

and sometimes in simple rule engines.—> Interpreter 

29. …………….Provide a way to access the elements of an aggregate object sequentially without 

exposing itsunderlying representation.—> Iterator  

30. ……………….Represent an operation to be performed on the elements of an object structure. 

visitor lets you define a new operation without changing the classes of the elements on which 

it operates.—> Visitor 

31. …………………class creates a Concrete Strategy object and configures Context to use it.—> 

Policy 

32. …………………pattern is useful when there is an object that can be in one of several 

states,With different behavior in each state.—> State 

33. ………………allows changing an object's behavior dynamically without extending  changing 

the object itself—> Strategy 

34. ………………request object can be changes/modified by the user.--> Chain of Responsibility 

35. ……………concern the process of object creation—> Creational patterns 

36. ……………Define a one-to-many dependency between objects so that when one object 

changes state, all its dependents are notified and updated automatically.—> Observer 

37. ……………is an object that provides a standard way to examine all elements of any 

collection—> Iterator 

38. ……………Object stores a subset of the attributes of Object.—> Proxy Real 

39. ……………pattern is alternative to sub classing—> Strategy  

40. ……………strategies can be substituted at……> runtime 

41. ……………the user is capable of changing the operation that are to be applied to the object.--

> Visitor 

42. …………adds additional functionality to class at runtime…..>Decorator object while 

processing a message 

43. …………Define the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring some steps to 

subclasses. Template Method lets sub classless redefine certain steps of an algorithm without 

changing the algorithm structure.—> Template 
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44. …………is a unsave name which describes a design problem.—> Pattern name 

45. …………is shielded from specific commands.—> Invoker 

46. …………isolates parts that check for the validity of retrieved data.—> Robustness 

47. …………language uses memento to provide iterators for its collection facility..> Dylan 

48. …………Provide a way to access the elements of an aggregate object sequentially without 

exposing its underlying representation.-> Iterator 

49. …………provides an interface to collections of objects—> Facade 

50. A class in which only a single instance can exist—> Singleton Abstract Factory Prototype  

51. A class in which only a single instance can exist…………..—> Singleton 

52. A Compiler is composed of several classes: Lexical Analyzer, Parser, codegenerator, etc. A 

caller, invokes only the Compiler (Facade) class, which invokes the contained classes.—> 

Compiler 

53. A fully initializeed instance to be copied or cloned—> Singleton 

54. A mobile computer can be used with a wireless network, disconnected to an Ethernet, with 

dynamic switching between networks based on location and network costs is an example of 

which pattern.—> Strategy 

55. A pattern known as Surrogate is :—> Proxy 

56. A pattern that is intended to provide a means to define a family of algorithms and encapsulate 

each one as an object for interchangeable use:—> Strategy Pattern 

57. A Separates the construction of a complex object from its representation—> Builder  

58. A single Facade class implements a high-level interface for a subsystem by invoking the 

methods of the lower-level………….—> Classes 

59. A subject need not specify the receivers; all interested objects receive the notification.—> 

Broadcast 

60. Abstract…………….between subject and observer. Subject has no knowledge of concrete 

Observer classes.—> Coupling 

61. Adapter is an example of which pattern……….> Structural 

62. Adapter is an example of……………..—> Structural pattern 

63. Adding designs, scroll bars and borders to GUI controls is an example of which Pattern—> 

Decorator 

64. Ail algorithms for computer game players is implanted by …………..pattern—> Strategy 

65. Allows a group of interchangeable, similarly structured, multi-step algorithms to be defined. 

Each algorithm follows the same series of actions but provides a different implementation of 

steps. Compared to the Strategy pattern, TM allows to vary parts of the algorithm rather than 

replacing the algorithm in its entirety--> Template Method 

66. Changed dynamically 

67. Cohesion is a qualitative indication of the degree to which a module can be written more 

compactly--> Focuses on just one thing. 

68. Command design pattern separates from Invoker from Commands..> Receiver 
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69. Composition is (often) superior to………….——> Sub Classing 

70. Concerned with object creation is………..> Creational patterns 

71. Coupling is a qualitative indication of the degree to which a module can be written more 

compactly.--> Is connected to other modules and the outside world. 

72. Creates an  instance of several families of classes is…………> Abstract Factory 

73. Creates an instance of several derived classes—> Factory Method 

74. Creates an instance of several derived classes—> Factory Method Abstract Factory 

Prototype  

75. Creates an instance of several families of classes Ex: pasta maker—> Factory Method  

76. Declares an interface for operations that create…………..product objects—> Abstract Factory 

77. Decorator creates an aggregated linked list of Decomposition objects ending with the 

basic………….e object.—> Substance 

78. Decouples abstract methods from its implementation so that the two can vary independently.- 

-> Bridge 

79. Defines a linked list of handlers and allows each object to either perform an operation or to 

pass the request along to another object. The intent is to avoid coupling the sender of a 

request to its receiver by giving more than one object a chance to handle the request.—> 

Chain of Responsibility 

80. Design pattern can be considered as _ design—> Reusable soblish 

81. Design pattern is to program as……—> Blueprint is to building 

82. Design patterns help you determine how to recognize a design and they can reduce a amount 

of -…………..need to later.—> Refactoring 

83. Each decorator has a (private) Reference to a………object—> Component 

84. Facade promotes weak …………..between the package and its clients and other packages, 

thereby promoting package independence and portability.—> Coupling 

85. Handle is the name for—> Bridge  

86. Hook methods indicate the changeable behaviors of a generic class, which are sometimes 

called:>  Hot Spots 

87. Identify the Behavioral pattern represented by following

 

88. Identify the Creational pattern represented bv following Diagram is 
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89. Identify the Structural pattern represented by following Diagram is

…….:> Proxy 

90. Identify the Structural pattern represented by following Diagram is:> 

………:> Adapter 

91. Implements the operations to create product objects.—> Concrete Factory 

92. In designing the software for a system that approves the purchasing requests which design 

pattern is used.—> Chain of Responsibility Pattern 

93. In Strategy new policy algorithms can be added without modifying…..>Client 

94. In the Publish-Subscribe messaging model, the subscribers register themselves; in a topic 

and are notified when new messages arrive to the topic. Which pattern does most describe 

this model?—> Observer 

95. In the Template Method design pattern, hook methods do not have to be…………………—> 

Abstract 

96. Instantiates a class by copying (cloning) the properties of an existing object. The new object is 

an exact copy of the prototype but permits modification without altering the original—> 

Prototype 

97. It is a pattern used to minimize memory use by letting similar objects share as much data as 

possible stored in a sharable object……..> Flyweight 

98. It is also known as Wrapper, it is used when subclassing is not possible or practical to add 

functionality and it isused to add functionality at runtime. This pattern is :> Decorator  

99. It is known as Action or Transaction and is used to encapsulate a request as an object to 

support rollback, logging, or transaction functionality—> Command Pattern  

100. java.util. Enumerationl is an example of which pattern?—> Iterator 

101. Lets you compose new variations of an operation at runtime. Provides a flexible 

alternative to subclassing for extending functionality. E.g. I/O streams in the .NET FCL.— > 
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Decorator  

102. Mediator is like a multi-way……………..pattern.—> Facade 

103. Observer Defines dependency amongst objects so that when one object 

changes its state, all its dependents are notified.--> One to Many 

104. Observer Subject, which maintains state, from Observers, who make use of the 

state…> Decouples 

105. One of the following is not a participant in Abstract Factory pattern?--> Concrete 

Creator  

106. One of the following is not a participant in Factory method pattern?—> Factory  

107. Operations names, object that are passed as arguments, reborn values of the 

operations of an object are collectively called as —> Interface 

108. Polymorphism reduces the effort required to extend an object system by coupling 

objects together more tightly.--> enabling a number of different operations to share the same 

name. 

109. Prototype MENAS………….—> A fully initialized instance to be copied or cloned 

110. Provide a unified interface to a set of interfaces in system. Define a higher-level 

interface that makes the subsystem easier to use.—> Faade 

111. Provide an interface to a package of classes is the responsibility of —..>Facade 

112. Provides a way to access the elements of an aggregate object sequentially without 

exposing its underlying representation.-> Iterator 

113. Proxy improves performance or security of a system by delaying expensive using 

memory only when needed, or checking access before loading an object Into memory.—> 

Computations 

114. Reduce coupling between a set of related classes and the rest of the system is 

addressed by—> Facade 

115. Separates object construction from its representation is……….—> Builder 

116. Separates object constructiontion from its representation is………….:> Builder  

117. Singleton pattern………….> Create a single instance of object 

118. State uses……………..to define different behaviors for different states of an object.—

>Polymorphism. 

119. Strategy pattern also known as……..Pattern—> Policy 

120. Suppose you need to create new objects by copying an existing object which of the 

following patterns would you most likely use?—> Prototype 

121. Suppose you need to define an abstract interface for creating a complex object from 

its component parts, but allow different subclasses to create different representations of the 

parts? Which of the following patterns would you most likely use?—> Builder  

122. Suppose you need to define an interface for creating instances of several related 

abstract classes without specifying their concrete subclasses. Which of the following patterns 

would you most likely use?—> Abstract Factory 
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123. Template method describes the fixed behaviors of a generic class,which are 

sometimes called:>  Frozen Spots 

124. The Creational pattern represented by following Diagram is:>  

…..:> 

 

125. The design pattern are organized into a form of……-> Catalog 

126. The element that provides a uniform Abstraction of different interface is called—> 

Adapter  

127. The importance of software design can be summarized—> Quality  

128. The java.awt.toolkitclass is an example of which pattern:—> Abstract Factory  

129. The Mediator pattern reduces………….and simplifies code When several objects 

must negotiate a complex interaction.—> Coupling 

130. The Mediator pattern uses a to encapsulate and control a complex interaction 

Among several suppliers.—> Broker 

131. The pattern that captures the essence of recursive composition—> Composite 

132. The primary consequences of using the Factory Method pattern is…………….:> 

133. The repeated use of…………patterns yields a layered system.—> Facade 

134. The technique that represents hierarchically structured information 

is………>Recursive Composition 

135. The term design pattern is used in…………> Object oriented terminology 

136. The View-Controller relationship is an example of which design pattern………….> 

Strategy  

137. The……….and patterns should be used to move from a dispersed to a delegated 

style, but not from a delegated to a centralized style.—> Faade & Mediator 

138. To build user interface in smallbalk-80 _........> Model-vice-controller  

139. To Implement examples like graph algorithms searching knowledge bases, and text 

navigation etc by using—> Memento 

140. Used to reduce the memory and resource usage for complex models containing a 

large number of similar objects. The intent of the Flyweight pattern is to use sharing to 

support large numbers of fine-grained objects efficiently—> Flyweight 

141. What are design patterns_..............-> tested solutions for recurring problems in given 

context 

142. What are Process Patterns……………..> techniques 

143. What are the common implementation strategies of the GOF Adapter pattern?—> 
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Interface Adapter 

144. What are the consequences of applying the GOF Adapter pattern?—> it must modify 

the adaptee class 

145. What are the consequences of applying the GOF Decorator pattern?—> it assigns 

more functionality to an object without sub-classing it 

146. What is an analysis pattern?—> software pattern 

147. What is the difference between an adapter and a decorator?—> Both introduce a 

level of indirection between a client class and a class it uses 

148. What types of abstraction are used in software design?—> data  

149. What you mean by builder pattern-> one of the types of creational patterns  

150. What you mean by prototype pattern is a :> Real Subject 

151. What you mean by prototype pattern is a:> Create New Objects from the existing 

instance of the object 

152. What you mean factory pattern………….> one of the types of creational patterns 

153. What you mean the abstract factory pattern is a………….> inherit from a common 

abstract factory class which unifies them in a common class. 

154. When implementing your own collections, it can be very convenient to use > 

Iterators 

155. Which design model elements are used to depict a model of information represented 

from the user's view?—> Architectural design 

156. Which design model is analogous to a set of detailed drawings for each room in a 

house?—> Data design 

157. Which design model is analogous to the detailed drawings of the access points and 

external utilities for a house?—> Interface design 

158. Which design pattern can be used to implement Lazy Loading?—> Proxy 

159. Which design pattern is used in the Java AWT Abstract Window Toolkit?—> 

Composite design pattern  

160. WHICH design pattern you would you use to assign more functionality to an object 

without sub-classing it?—> Decorator design pattern  

161. Which design pattern you would you use to decouple an abstraction from its 

implementation so that the two can vary independently?.>bridge design pattern 

162. Which is considered an example of Chain of Responsibility Pattern?—> The Java 

Servlet filter framework 

163. Which of the following are areas of concern in the design model?—> Architecture  

164. Which of the following are Gang of Four (gof) Structural Design Pattern—> Flyweight 

165. Which of the following are not participants in the GQF decorator design pattern?—> 

Component 

166.  Which of the following are participants in the GOF Adapter design pattern?—> 

Adapter 
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167. Which of the following are participants in the GOF bridge design pattern ?—> Bridge  

168. Which of the following are participants in the GOF Composite design pattern?—> 

Component 

169. Which of the following is not a characteristic common to all design methods?— > 

configuration management  

170. Which of the following is not one of the five design class types Business domain 

classes—> Entity classes 

171. Which of the following matters least in the use of a design pattern?—> The source 

code that implements the pattern 

172. Which of the following models can be used to represent the architectural design of a 

software.—> Dynamic models 

173. Which of the following programming languages is best suited to design patterns?—> 

Java 

174. Which of the following techniques is a direct benefit of design patterns?—> Faster 

coding  

175. Which of these are characteristics of a good design—> implements all requirements 

in the analysis model  

176. Which one of the following is not a participant in Adapter pattern?—> Concrete 

Target  

177. Which one of the following is not a participant in Bridge pattern?—> Bridge  

178. Which one of the following is not a participant in Builder pattem?—> Producer  

179. Which one of the following is not a participant in Composite pattern?—> Node  

180. Which one of the following is not a participant in Decorator pattern?—> Subject  

181. Which one of the following is not a participant in Flyweight pattern?—> Shared 

Concrete Flyweight 

182. Which one of the following is not a participant in Prototype pattern?—> Product  

183. Which pattern to use when more than one object can handle a request, and the 

handler is Unknown?—> Chain of Responsibility 

184. Which. Design pattern is used in the Java inputstream, outputstream, Reader, Writer 

hierarchies?—> Decorator design pattern 

185. Wrapper is the name for—> Structural Class 

186. WYSIWYG editor is called as……> Lexi 

187. You can traverse through the elements of many Java Collection objects because they 

provide a way to access their elements sequentially. What design pattern is used here?—> D. 

Iterator 
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